
Have an Idea or Project?

We believe that the exclusivity of your website itself is a 

success in this modern age. At Web and SEO Pro, we help 

our respective customers by providing them with the best 

website design and development services.

We help you to

TRANSFORM YOUR
 IDEAS TO LIFE



Business Website

YOUR BUSINESS CAN STAND OUT WITH EXTRAORDINARY 
WEBSITE DESIGN

Get assistance from our business 
consultants and create web designs 

aligned with the industry.

E-Commerce Website
Increase your sales with interactive 

and engaging websites

Parallax Website
We can take your business to the 

next level using marketing straplines 
or parallax website.

Web Portal
Our web portal service helps you in 
increasing the awareness for your 

brand.
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If you are uncertain about our web design service values, there are several factors you 

may consider. For instance, you get to enjoy skyrocketing search ranking, conversion 

rates, and competitiveness. All of these can positively impact your growth, sales, profits, 

and market share. We analyze your competition before designing anything to see 

where we can outperform them.

Enjoy Increased 
Conversions

Our web services can increase conversion rate ranging from 

clicking on CTA to signing up for email. With digital marketing 

expertise, we can help develop the landing pages for better 

conversions.

Improve search engine 
rankings

With our search engine optimization services, your website can 

rank keyword-relevant to your business. Irrespective to your 

industry, we help you in gaining a competitive edge.



OUR SUCCESSFUL HISTORY

2014 20182016 2020

Like all companies, we started small. 

As a matter of fact, Web and SEO 

Pro started in 2014 by making just 

web pages for a modest $50 a pop. 

But we were on our way to major 

growth!

Web and SEO Pro got its humble 

beginnings in a small office space 

with a small team of 26. Fortunately 

for us, 9 of the original team mem-

bers are still with us today. They 

witnessed our business grow from 

the ground up – pretty cool!

2018 was the year when we made it 

to the list of United State’s 

fastest-growing private companies. 

It was a proud moment for us, 

considering pioneers like Microsoft, 

Zappos.com, Oracle and others were 

also on that list! With over 7 million 

private, employer-based companies 

in the U.S., we were extremely 

excited to be among the top! 

We earned several major awards this 

year! We were humbled to have won 

the prestigious Upcity Excellence 

award and make it to the Good Firms 

Top Digital Marketing Agencies list. 

We are on our way to winning more 

awards!
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We've driven over 5,268,753 leads for clients. With our high-end website design and SEO services, we can 

help your business reach the heights of success. 



Our Expertise Is All You 
Need for an Impeccable 
Website
Our team comprises talented designers, 

consultants, and developers who are always 

there to help you provide the best solutions 

for your business. We at Web and SEO Pro 

ensure to provide the most reliable web 

designing services at affordable rates to help 

you attract more visitors to your website and 

keep them engaged. Not just that, we create 

websites with well-curated strategies that 

can transform your visitors into paying and 

returning customers.
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WHAT YOU GET WITH OUR 
SERVICES?

Unlimited Revisions
Get assistance from our business 

consultants and create web designs 

aligned with the industry.

Outstanding Designs
We believe in creating one-of-a-kind website designs. We are 

committed to positioning your business as a top player in your 

industry and helping you stay ahead of competition.

Code That Works
We carefully hand code all sites using cross-compatibility and 

advanced technology. Whether you use a desktop computer or a 

Mac, an iPhone or an iPad we believe your site should load 

properly everywhere.

On-Time Delivery
When it comes to business, we understand that time is money. We 

establish realistic deadlines for our team and clients, and abide by 

them. We communicate constantly with our clients to keep them 

updated on the progress and launch projects by the agreed date.

Results Guaranteed
We assure you the best results 

are guaranteed with our dedicat-

ed services.

Better Experience
We optimize your website in a 

way that enhances customer 

experience.

Engaging Interface
We create resonance with the 

target audience via our 

responsive interface.
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PORTFOLIO

Business Websites 

If your business website is not mobile-friendly, user-friendly, 

outdated, not optimized or old fashioned, it will not convert the 

customers. You need professional web design services that can 

make the conversion process easier and simpler. At Web and SEO 

Pro, we provide impeccable business website designing services at 

affordable rates, to help you captivate more customers and keep 

them engaged. Not just that, we create websites with a strategy to 

turn your visitors into paying customers.
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PORTFOLIO

E-Commerce Websites 

Whether you are revamping your existing business website or 

entering into a new e-commerce field, we can help you generate 

online traffic and boost your revenues. At Web and SEO Pro, we our 

respective clients in succeeding and getting the best results. Our 

team of expert web designers and developers provide unparalleled 

services, ensuring the success of your E-Commerce business. We 

provide our clients with accurate and stipulated timeframe and 

make that your work is delivered on time with quality assurance, 

making your overall experience smooth and enjoyable.

Wordpress Magento ShopifyJumla
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PORTFOLIO

Portal Websites

We help you increase your brand awareness and stay ahead of your 

competition with our Web Portal Services. The web portal websites 

we create help you grow your existing customer base, productivity, 

and business efficiency with engaging and attractive interfaces. Our 

team will help you get an edge over your competitors, acquire new 

clients, and maximize your customer loyalty. We create experiences 

that help you enable better features and accessibility, while reducing 

your costs.
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 CASE STUDY

A Medical Billing and Coding Organization based in Georgia, 

PettiGrew Medical's Search Engine Optimization Campaign began 

in August 2020 with a view of getting increased organic visiblity 

through industry's best pratices and just in over six month's time 

our team of experts managed to visible organic results in the 

form of unique visitors, contact form inquiries etc. 

 organic keywords ranked for the website

 keywords ranked currently

Keyword Ranked

300+

382

  unique monthly organic visitors

 organic visitors arrived in January 2021

Traffic Stats
400

445

  backlinks coming from 84 different referring domains

 backlinks to be precise in a 6 month timespan

No of Backlinks
200

258
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 CASE STUDY

Pond Contractor Finder is an online directory for home improve-

ment contractors that specialize in water features and water 

gardens. Our SEO team began working on this project diligently 

and took PCF's revenue through the roof. Through experts in our 

team, we ranked PCF on more than 200 keywords. We've retained 

PCF for more than 1.5 years and continue to increase their rank-

ings, traffic and business from the website.

 organic keywords ranked for the website

  keywords ranked currently

Keyword Ranked

200+

245

   unique monthly organic visitors

 organic visitors arrived in January 2021

Traffic Stats
600

612

  backlinks coming from 105 different referring domains

backlinks to be precise in a 6 month timespan

No of Backlinks
400

415
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 CASE STUDY

Voxapod sell a uniquely designed menstrual cup that is easier to 

use and more comfortable. The SEO Team started working on this 

campaign to ensure the brand's unique selling point is intact and 

visitors not just get the product but are fully aware of the niche 

nature of the industry, which was done by expert content 

creation.

organic keywords ranked for the website

 keywords ranked currently

Keyword Ranked

1.7K

1760

  unique monthly organic visitors

 organic visitors arrived in January 2021

Traffic Stats
800

834

  backlinks coming from 84 different referring domains

 backlinks to be precise in a 6 month timespan

No of Backlinks
180

185
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WHAT OUR CLIENT SAYS

Taylor Whitaker

Choosing the Web and SEO Pro was 

certainly the best decision I have ever 

made. Their services were outstanding. 

The way they designed the website was 

amazing and beyond my expectations. 

The new website helped me in attracting 

new customers and increasing the 

overall success ratio.

Mindy James

I'd highly recommend Web and SEO Pro  

because these guys are the best. The 

overall team was friendly and easy to 

work with. Moreover, it increased my 

website's SEO. I've gone through chang-

es in the website and my account 

manager walked me through those 

changes.

Jim Colgan

The account manager that I was given for 

my website was very responsive and 

friendly. I did receive my project on time, 

and they also provided me with the 

proper guidance and assistance in the 

entire journey. I loved working with them.
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866-729-6162

sales@webandseo.com

www.webandseopro.com


